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Jupiter’s Triple Shadow Transit
January 24th, 2015 as captured
By FWAS member Mark Wainright. (A-Europa, B-Callisto, CIo [obscured in this image])
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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
 Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
 Turn out your headlights at the gate!
 Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
 Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
 Put equipment back neatly when finished
 Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit scientific
educational organization incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may be copied
and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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2015
Sun

Mon

1

Tue

2

3

Lloyd Berkner's 110th
Birthday (1905)

Wed

FM 4

5

Friedrich Winnecke's 180th
Birthday (1835)

Snow Moon

8

9

15th Anniversary
(2000), Discovery
of GRV 99027 Meteorite (Mars Meteorite)

10

11

LQ 12
140th Anniversary
(1875), Homestead
Meteorite Shower in
Iowa

25th Anniversary
(1990), Galileo,
Venus Flyby

Ralph Curtiss' 135th
Birthday (1880)

Thu

Fri
6

Sat
7

Andrew Claude de la
Cherois Crommelin's 150th
Birthday (1865)
Moon Apogee: 406132.1 km

13

14

35th Anniversary
25th Anniversary
(1980), Venera 12
(1990), Voyager 1,
Observes Comet Brad- Family Portrait Images
field

Vladimir Shkodrov's 85th
Birthday (1930)

15

16

17

18

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

Mildred Shapley
Matthews' 100th Birthday
(1915)

50th Anniversary
(1965), Ranger
8 Launch (Moon Impact Mission)

Roger Chaffee's 80th
Birthday (1935)

22

23

24

NM 19

20

85th Anniversary
(1930), Clyde Tombaugh's Discovery
of Pluto

21

Young
Astronomers Meeting
Starts @ 7pm-9pm

Black Moon
FQ 26
25

Moon Perigee: 356998.1 km

Tom Gehrels' 90th
Birthday (1925)

George Smoot's 70th
Birthday (1945)

27

28

15th Anniversary
(2000), Galileo,
Io 27 Flyby
Svetlana Gerasimenko's 70th Birthday
(1945)

Kenneth Edgeworth's 135th
Birthday (1880)

Corneluis Gemma's 480th
Birthday (1535)

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
FEBRUARY 2015
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH













Feb 01 Su --:-Feb 03 Tu 17:09
Feb 06 Fr 00:25
Feb 06 Fr 10:55
Feb 08 Su 11:10
Feb 11 We 21:50
Feb 12 Th 18:10
Feb 14 Sa 11:18
Feb 17 Tu 00:20
Feb 18 We 17:47
Feb 19 Th 01:29
Feb 20 Fr 18:56

Venus: 23.8° E
Full Moon
Moon Apogee: 406200 km
Jupiter Opposition
Moon Ascending Node
Last Quarter
Moon-Saturn: 2.3° S
Moon South Dec.: 18.4° S
Moon-Mercury: 3.5° S
New Moon
Moon Perigee: 357000 km
Moon-Venus: 2° S










Feb 20 Fr 19:28
Feb 21 Sa 10:05
Feb 21 Sa 23:18
Feb 24 Tu 09:59
Feb 25 We 11:14
Feb 25 We 17:02
Feb 25 We 22:18
Feb 27 Fr 01:19

Moon-Mars: 1.5° S
Moon Descending Node
Venus-Mars: 0.4° N
Mercury Elongation: 26.7° W
First Quarter
Moon-Aldebaran: 1° S
Neptune Conjunction
Moon North Dec.: 18.3° N

(* Times are Local)

INTERESTING OBJECTS
Deep Sky* - (C41) The Hyadies, (M1) Crab Nebula, (M3) Globular Cluster, (M41) Open Cluster), (M42)
Orion Nebula, (M44) Beehive Cluster, (M45) The Pleiades, (M81) Bode’s Galaxy
Double/Multiple Stars** - STF 736 (Aur), STF 1011 (CMa), 20 GEM (Gem), 6 LEO (Leo), 32 ORI (Ori)
Constellations* - Auriga, Canis Major, Gemini, Leo, Orion, Taurus
Asterisms*** - Smiley Face (Aur), Mini Orion (CMa), Sickle (Leo), Lambda-Lambda (Ori)
Lunar Features**** - Linné (R23), Plato craterlets (R3, R4), Pitatus (R54)
*Distant Suns—C = Caldwell Catalog / M=Messier Catalog

**Double Stars

***Asterisms

****R = Rükl Index Moon Map

2015

Key to Geocentric Ephemeris of the Moon: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moonkey.html
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February Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for February 15, 2015 @ 21:00 Local Time
FEBRUARY 2015
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M C C N
MR: Moon rise time - MS: Moon set time

First Lunar Crescent Visibility
Tuesday 17 February 2015 —6.6am
Lunar Crescent visible, 34.6 hours before new moon
Elongation: 20.5°, 3.4% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 139° - crescent
points to the lower left, Width of the crescent: 1.06', Length of the crescent: 151°, Moon lower limb
relative to sunrise point at sunrise: dalt=13.8° daz=14.0° (i.e. westward), Altitude of moon center at
listed time: 7.6°, Azimuth: 112.6°/ESE, Altitude of Sun: -8.0°, Moon rises at 5:53am, 78 minutes before the Sun.

Last Lunar Crescent Visibility
Thursday 19 February 2015—6.8pm
Lunar Crescent visible, only 25 hours after new moon
Elongation: 14°, 1.7% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 182.9° - crescent is
horizontal like a boat, Width of the crescent: 0.50', Length of the crescent: 149°, Moon lower limb relative to sunset point at sunset: dalt=12.7° daz=-1.0° (i.e. eastward), Altitude of moon center at listed
time: 6.9°, Azimuth: 260.6°/W, Altitude of Sun: -7.2°, Moon sets at 7:27pm, 69 minutes after the Sun .
Data and Image Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Young Astronomers

F

ebruary is all about Mars! In preparing for the red planet’s opposition to
Earth in March we will be discussing how to observe this
fascinating jewel. We’ll talk about some of the features

you will be able to see through the eyepiece, and some of the
characteristics that effect observing this planet each year.
Check out the Young Astronomers Web Page at: http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
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SEEING

TRANSPARENCY

Seeing refers to the steadiness of the atmosphere. It's
the "Great Equalizer" that makes the big, expensive
scopes perform like smaller scopes, and limits even the
biggest observatory telescopes' resolution to quantities
similar to an amateur's small scope.

Transparency is the other atmospheric issue for us amateur astronomers, according to the books. It is usually
defined as the darkness of the night sky. The farther
you are from civilization, the more Transparent the sky
gets, or so it is said.

Air turbulence acts as if we were looking at pebbles on
the bottom of the shallows in a small lake—the quieter
and steadier the water, the sharper and easier it is to
see those pebbles. But let a small amount of turbulence
enter into the water and it becomes hard to tell what's
even there. The same goes with the atmosphere—just
a little turbulence in the air between your scope and
space and the star images jitter around and send out
spikes in every direction until they become large fuzzy
balls, keeping us from the clear view of the skies we
paid our money for when we purchased our telescopes
in the first place.

Transparency should really be defined as being actually
a combination of two atmospheric characteristics, which
are Darkness and Clarity.
Darkness is what is often referred to as transparency. But it doesn't take very many trips to a dark site to
notice that the stars don't always appear equally brightespecially toward the horizon. The stars overhead appear just as impressive, but the fine details in the Milky
Way seem to be less obvious and the sky slightly less
impressive.

Image Source: http://lcogt.net/spacebook/what-absolute-magnitude

For more information and examples of
the Seeing and Transparency scales see
Pages 13, 14, & 15 of this issue.

FEBRUARY 2015

Clarity is probably best explained as the absence of
aerosols and dust in the atmosphere. When water vapor or wind-blown dust is present between your scope
and space, you will just not see the faint details in deepsky objects that a clear atmosphere allows. There will
be more Extinction (the reduction in your ability to see
faint stars with lower altitudes) in the air, and more light
scatter. At its worst, the sky seems to take on a silver
sheen and the Milky Way's details are lost.
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Book/Video Reviews
By: Matt McCullar, FWAS

World’s Toughest Fixes:
“Satellite Launch”
DVD by National Geographic Channel

I

covered another episode of this series, “Giant Telescope,” in the April 2010 issue of _Prime Focus_.
“Satellite Launch” is from the
show's second season. Despite
the series' title, not much is actually getting “fixed” here, because
nothing is “broken.” But it does
give us a very good look into what
goes on behind the scenes at a
rocket launch facility. No astronauts get launched from here, but
plenty of satellites do. NASA isn't
the only organization in the world
that launches rockets.
Arianespace is a European consortium that puts up half the communications satellites currently in
orbit, and they launch them from
the Guiana Space Centre in French
Guiana. They've launched hundreds of “birds” from this area
since the 1960s, and in this TV
episode we get to see how it all
works.

from the equator, and that location also allows larger
payloads to be lifted into space than could be obtained
from launch sites closer to the poles. Some of the biggest Ariane rockets are 160 feet tall, weigh 780 tons
when fueled, and generate 3 million pounds of thrust.
And they're working on new rockets that are even bigger than that.
It's amazing to me how clean everything looks at this
launch facility. It has to be this way, because most of
the buildings house different components of rocket
bodies, engines, and satellites. (If dirt and dust never
get into a rocket, you don't have
to worry about the trouble it could
cause.) The “birds” arrive preassembled from Europe in airtight
containers pressurized with nitrogen to prevent contamination.
Crews wear “bunny suits” in clean
rooms when working with the satellites.
In one of the most blatant examples of obfuscation I've ever seen,
a pad worker explains to the
show's host that if something goes
wrong during a launch (such as the
rocket drifting too far off course),
they explode the rocket by remote
control. But they don't call it “selfdestruct” – they instead call it
“neutralization.” (To me, that's
like an airline official calling a
plane crash an “early arrival.” An
explosion is an explosion, not a
“premature release of energy”!)

Why carve a rocket launch pad World’s Toughest Fixes: “Satellite Launch”
into the middle of a remote jun- DVD by National Geographic Channel
gle? For several reasons: French Released: 2010
A big rocket launch is one of the
Guiana is on the northeastern Running time: 50 minutes
loudest events on Earth. The
coast of South America, so it's
sheer acoustic energy is so powereasier to ship rocket components from Europe by
ful that it can actually damage a launch pad, particularly
barge. Most rockets are launched toward the east,
after repeated launches; it could also reflect back from
over the ocean, so there's less risk to people or properthe ground and surrounding structures and damage the
ty in case of a launch failure. And, most importantly,
rocket itself. To avoid this, “chimneys” (lying on the
French Guiana is very close to the Earth's equator; the
ground) act like giant megaphones to direct the earrotational velocity of the Earth's spin is therefore greatsplitting roar of the engines far away from the area.
est there, and you essentially get extra thrust for free.
It's easier (and cheaper!) to launch a rocket into orbit
(Continued on page 9)
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supply of propellant that is used strictly for stabilization once they reach orbit. This propellant is very nasty stuff called hydrazine. It is deadly poisonous. Only
trained experts are allowed to handle hydrazine; it is
carefully guarded on the ground, and loaded into a
satellite just before launch time. (Why use hydrazine?
Because it is extremely energy efficient, giving a rocket
engine or thruster the best “bang for the buck,” thus
saving weight.) “Mission Control” at the facility is inside a large, “blast-proof” bunker that can be closed
off from the outside world in an emergency, with
enough food and water available for the staff for several days.

(Book Review—Continued from page 8)

World’s Toughest Fixes host, Sean Riley

We get to see the inside of these chimneys; they resemble enormous corridors.
The biggest surprise was seeing how much security is
in place at this launch facility. Launching satellites is a
ferociously expensive business (each “bird” can cost
hundreds of millions of dollars, and I'm afraid to guess
how much the entire facility costs), so there is a great
deal at stake. This is also a very dangerous operation.
Security is provided by the French Foreign Legion, and
they are EVERYWHERE. Soldiers display plenty of
weapons and they are ready, willing, and very able to
intercept airplanes or boats that do not have permission to be nearby. (We even see the show's host, Sean
Riley, go through a confidence course drill through the
jungle with the French soldiers; they train constantly.)
All workers must keep their I.D. visible at all times, and
each one will be checked multiple times throughout
the day. One can easily understand the risks involved;
in essence, if you do not have a genuine reason to be
in a certain area, do not go in there. A rocket, after all,
is little more than a bomb in a tube and it has the potential to do a great deal of good... or a great deal of
harm. You don't want it falling into the wrong hands,
or falling, period.

The Ariane rockets are very large, very powerful, and
very dangerous. They must launch payloads weighing
hundreds tons, thousands of kilometers into space.
Launch crews follow strict safety procedures and constantly train for emergencies. Fire crews must know
how to put out enormous fires and deal with accidental releases of poison gases. One of the most interesting sequences in this episode comes when the
host is shown a cloth chute inside one of the buildings
that is used by personnel as an emergency escape system. Rather than waste valuable time waiting for an
elevator or using long flights of stairs, crews simply
leap into what looks like a giant “sock” and safely slide
down to the ground in a matter of seconds. We get to
see what this ride is like firsthand.
All in all, “World's Toughest Fixes: Satellite Launch” is
well worth your time. Four satellites out of five. Highly recommended!

e

Satellites and rockets are very complicated machines,
and it doesn't take much going wrong to cause a very
big problem. Satellites are launched with an on-board (photo credit © Molly Tait/National Geographic Television)

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s
Yahoo! eGroup forum.
FEBRUARY 2015
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Double Star Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
I n t e r m e d i a t e

T

he purpose of the Double Star Program is to introduce observers to 100 of the finest double and multiple stars in the
heavens. You don't need a large, expensive apochromatic
refractor to view the objects on this list since a small refractor,
Newtonian reflector, or Schmidt-Cassegrain will do just fine. All
objects on this list were originally observed with a three-inch refractor using between 75X and 150X. Again, this program is
meant to allow you to enjoy a different aspect of our wonderful
hobby, and not to test your equipment.

Double star observing can be very forgiving. You don't need the
darkest skies, the clearest skies, or even a moonless night to observe many of these objects. Some can be observed from your
backyard under moderate light pollution; some can be observed
under less than transparent skies, and some can even be observed with the moon up.
Any telescope may be used, but one with an objective 60mm in diameter or larger is recommended. It is
preferred that the stars be found by star hopping and not by Go-To or Push-To methods, although I will not
insist on this if the rest of the observations are well done.
You are also encourage you to look at the stars with varying powers as some of these doubles are very
close and require substantial power to get a clean separation of the stars. (Gamma Virginis, for instance,
is currently separated by a bit more than an arc second now opening from about 0.3 arc seconds around
2007. It may require more power and not everyone will be able to split it. Just do the best you can and report what you see.)
To record your observations, you may use the Double Star Program Log Sheet provided on the Double
Star Observing Program pages at the AL website; or you may use one or your own devising as long as it
includes all the required information. If you use your own log sheets, they should include: object, date,
time, power(s), seeing and transparency, instrument, and a drawing of the double or multiple system. Yes,
I said a drawing of the double star. Now, before you panic, how hard is it to draw two dots in the box provided, with the size of the dot indicating magnitude, and the distance between the dots representing separation? Please show North and either East or West in your drawing and make sure your depiction of the
primary star is clear to a viewer of the sketch. A part of this exercise is to teach celestial directions so the
position angles of the stars will be judged by your denotation of the directions.

e
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Constellation of The Month
Lepus

L

epus constellation lies in the northern sky.
Its name means “the hare” in Latin. The constellation is not associated with any particular myth, but is sometimes depicted as a
hare being chased by the hunter Orion or by his
hunting dogs, represented by the constellations
Canis Major and Canis Minor.
Lepus was first catalogued by the Greek astronomer Ptolemy in the 2nd century.
The constellation is home to the famous variable
star R Leporis, better known as Hind’s Crimson
Star, and it contains several notable deep sky
objects: Messier 79 (NGC 1904), the irregular
galaxy NGC 1821, and the Spirograph Nebula (IC
418).
The brightest star in the constellation is Arneb,
Alpa Leporis, with an apparent visual magnitude
of 2.58.
There are no meteor showers associated with
Lepus.
Lepus belongs to the Orion family of constellations, along with Canis Major, Canis Minor, Monoceros and Orion.
Hind’s Crimson Star – R Leporis, is a carbon star with the stellar classification of C7,6e(N6e). It is a well-known variable,
showing variations in magnitude that range from 5.5 to 11.7.
It is classified as a long-period Mira variable. It has a period of 418-441 days, and a secondary period of about 40 years.
The star was discovered by the British astronomer J. R. Hind in 1845, and named Hind’s Crimson Star after him. He described the star as appearing “like a drop of blood on a black field.”
R Leporis is a distinctly red star located near the border with Eridanus constellation. It appears reddest when it is dimmest, and during these periods, which occur every 14.5 months, it may be the most visible reddest star in the sky. The
intense redness may be the result of the carbon in the star’s outer atmosphere removing the blue part of its visible light
spectrum.
Hind’s Crimson Star is approximately 1,300 light years distant. It has a radius about 500 times that of the Sun, and is between 5,200 and 7,000 times more luminous.
Lepus contains an asterism known as the “Throne of Jawza”. Sometimes, it is also called the Camels, from the Arabic
phrase meaning “camels quenching their thirst.” The stars that form the asterism, quadrilateral in shape, are α, β, γ and
δ Leporis.
Messier 79 is a globular cluster in Lepus. It has an apparent visual magnitude of 8.56 and is approximately 41,000 light
years distant from Earth.
Like Messier 54 in Sagittarius constellation, the other extragalactic globular cluster in Messier’s catalogue, M79 is believed to have originated outside the Milky Way, in the Canis Major Dwarf Galaxy.

e

Sources: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/taurus-constellation/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/taurus_(constellation)
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Lepus (and apparently a dog giving it a proctological exam) as depicted in Urania's Mirror, a set of constellation cards published in London c.1825.

L

epus is usually depicted as a hare being hunted by Orion or by his hunting dogs Canis

Major and Canis Minor. The constellation is located under Orion’s feet. It is not associated with any particular myth. Sometimes it is also represented as a rabbit, also chased by
Orion and his dogs.

Alpha Leporis, the brightest star in the constellation, has the name Arneb, which means “the
hare” in Arabic. The hare’s ears are delineated by the stars Kappa, Iota, Lambda and Nu Leporis.

e
Text Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/
Image source: Alexander Jamieson’s Celestial Atlas
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SEEING
To estimate the quality of astronomical seeing, astronomers refer to one of two scales of seeing.
In the UK, many observers use the Antoniadi Scale (this was also the scale used in some older
US charts books like Norton’s Star Atlas), devised specifically for lunar and planetary observers.
It’s simple and easy to remember.
AI - Perfect seeing, without a quiver. Maximum magnification can be used if desired.
AII - Good seeing. Slight undulations, with moments of calm lasting several seconds.
AIII - Moderate seeing, with large atmospheric tremors.
AIV - Poor seeing, with constant troublesome undulations.
AV - Very bad seeing. Image extremely unstable, hardly worth attempting to observe lunar
surface features.
In the United States, seeing is often measured from 1 to 10 on the Pickering Scale. The scale was
devised according to the appearance of a highly magnified star and its surrounding Airy pattern
through a small refractor. The Airy pattern, an artefact introduced by optics, will distort according
to the degree of atmospheric turbulence along its light path. Under perfect seeing conditions, stars
look like a tiny bright point surrounded by a complete set of perfect rings in constant view. Of
course, most lunar observers don't check the Airy pattern of stars each time they estimate the
quality of seeing during an observing session — an estimate is made, based on the steadiness of
the lunar image.
P1 - Terrible seeing. Star image is usually about twice the diameter of the third diffraction
ring (if the ring could be seen).
P2 - Extremely poor seeing. Image occasionally twice the diameter of the third ring.
P3 - Very poor seeing. Image about the same diameter as the third ring and brighter at the
centre.
P4 - Poor seeing. The central disk often visible; arcs of diffraction rings sometimes seen.
P5 - Moderate seeing. Disk always visible; arcs frequently seen.
P6 - Moderate to good seeing. Disk always visible; short arcs constantly seen.
P7 - Good seeing. Disk sometimes sharply defined; rings seen as long arcs or complete
circles.
P8 - Very good seeing. Disk always sharply defined; rings as long arcs or complete but in
motion.
P9 - Excellent seeing. Inner ring stationary. Outer rings momentarily stationary.
P10 - Perfect seeing. Complete diffraction pattern is stationary.

FEBRUARY 2015
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TRANSPARENCY

T

ransparency (Darkness & Clarity) are usually given as two different numbers to represent the
two different features of what effects transparency. Usually when amateur astronomers refer to transparency they are simply referring to how faint nakedeye stars are visible at the Zenith at a site when observing. But as mentioned above, there are two aspects that
factor into Transparency.
There are some clubs that produce constellation magnitude charts for the seasons of a couple of constellations
that represent a wide range of star magnitudes for their
members to use to report “transparency”. These are
easy to create and often subject to personal preference,
as well as visibility for a specific month. I’ve found it’s
best just to note the constellation directly above you
(Zenith) when observing and note the faintest stars you
can see within that constellation, then refer to a chart or

PAGE 14

program to get the actual magnitudes. You can then enter this number on your observing log as the
“transparency”.
There are various slightly different scales used to record
transparency, but they are generally the same. One of
the more common scales used is this one from AstroMax:
TRANSPARENCY SCALE
0

Do Not Observe - Completely cloudy or precipitating.

1

Very Poor - Mostly Cloudy.

2

Poor - Partly cloudy or heavy haze. 1 or 2 Little Dipper
stars visible.

3

Somewhat Clear - Cirrus or moderate haze. 3 or 4
Little Dipper stars visible.

4

Partly Clear - Slight haze. 4 or 5 Little Dipper stars
visible.

5

Clear - No clouds. Milky Way visible with averted vision. 6 Little Dipper stars visible.

6

Very Clear - Milky Way and M31 visible. 7 Little Dipper
stars visible.

7

Extremely Clear - M33 and/or M81 visible.

FORT WORTH ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
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TRANSPARENCY (Cont.)

nother representation of Transparency is the sky darkness. This is often used more in software
programs to help represent how bright or dark (i.e. the moon, light pollution, clouds, haze, fog,
etc) an observing site is. The most common scale used in programs like Stellarium is the Bortle
Darkness Scale. It rates the sky darkness form 0 to 9, with 0 being absolutely dark and 9 being deep in urban light domes. This can also be used to record transparency.

Chart source: Medium.com
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Lunar Occultations of Stars
Saturday 7 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

12:15.5am

12:40.6am

Object (Link)

Event

Moon

Immersion of Ups Leo, SAO 138298 (Close double
star), 4.3mag, Position angle=43.6°, Azimuth
az=121.3°, Altitude h=40.0°, RA=11h37.7m Dec= +0°
44.3', Moon phase=90.6%, Sun elevation hsun=-71.5°
(bright limb)

Moon

Emersion of Ups Leo, SAO 138298 (Close double
star), 4.3mag, Position Angle=9.2°, Azimuth
az=127.4°, Altitude h=44.4°, RA=11h37.7m Dec= +0°
44.3', Moon phase=90.5%, Sun elevation hsun=-72.6°
(dark limb)

Wednesday 11 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

4:01.2am

4:30.4am

Object (Link)

Event

Moon

Immersion of Mu Lib, SAO 158821 (Multiple star
system), 5.3mag, Position angle=183.4°, Azimuth
az=145.3°, Altitude h=35.8°, RA=14h50.2m Dec=-14°
12.6', Moon phase=57.6%, Sun elevation hsun=-41.5°
(bright limb)

Moon

Emersion of Mu Lib, SAO 158821 (Multiple star system), 5.3mag, Position Angle=222.5°, Azimuth
az=153.3°, Altitude h=38.9°, RA=14h50.2m Dec=-14°
12.6', Moon phase=57.4%, Sun elevation hsun=-35.4°
(dark limb)

Friday 27 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

2:31.7am

Object (Link)

Event

Moon

Immersion of 130 Tau, SAO 94858 (Close double
star), 5.5mag, Position angle=109.1°, Azimuth
az=290.4°, Altitude h=1.5°, RA= 5h48.3m Dec=+17°
43.8', Moon phase=66.6%, Sun elevation hsun=-54.9°
(dark limb)

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Lunar Occultations &
Conjunctions of Planets
Friday 13 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

2.5am

Object (Link)

Event

Moon

Close to Saturn, 0.5mag, Separation=5.48°, Limb
separation=5.26° =10.12 lunar dia., Position angle=260.3°, Azimuth az=117.2°, Altitude h=6.1°,
RA=16h10.5m Dec=-19°00.1', Moon phase=37.9%, Sun
elevation hsun=-58.9°

Tuesday 17 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

6.4am

Object (Link)

Moon

Event
Close to Mercury, 0.3mag, Separation=5.63°, Limb
separation=5.39° =9.73 lunar dia., Position angle=230.1°, Azimuth az=116.1°, Altitude h=6.1°,
RA=20h20.5m Dec=-18°11.6', Moon phase=3.5%, Sun
elevation hsun=-11.1°

Friday 20 February 2015
Time (12-hour clock)

7.3pm

8.3pm

Object (Link)

Event

Moon

Close to Venus, -4.0mag, Separation=1.68°, Limb
separation=1.40° =2.52 lunar dia., Position angle=159.6°, Azimuth az=259.7°, Altitude h=14.1°,
RA= 0h02.6m Dec= -0°49.9', Moon phase=6.4%, Sun
elevation hsun=-13.5°

Moon

Close to Mars, 1.3mag, Separation=1.20°, Limb separation=0.92° =1.66 lunar dia., Position angle=161.6°, Azimuth az=268.3°, Altitude h=2.5°,
RA= 0h04.0m Dec= -0°12.0', Moon phase=6.7%, Sun
elevation hsun=-26.0°

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Chart created using: Cartes du Ciel

Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Data Source: Heavens Above
Bright
ness
(mag)

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

01 Feb

-0.6

20:03:46

10°

SW

20:04:29

15°

SW

20:04:29

15°

SW

visible

02 Feb

-2.3

19:12:21

10°

S

19:15:10

28°

SE

19:15:22

28°

ESE

visible

03 Feb

-1.7

19:56:33

10°

WSW

19:58:52

33°

WNW

19:58:52

33°

WNW

visible

04 Feb

-3.4

19:04:25

10°

SW

19:07:40

89°

NW

19:09:33

23°

NE

visible

05 Feb

-0.9

19:50:07

10°

WNW

19:52:23

17°

NNW

19:52:50

17°

NNW

visible

06 Feb

-1.7

18:57:17

10°

WSW

19:00:14

30°

NW

19:03:10

10°

NNE

visible

08 Feb

-0.6

18:51:03

10°

WNW

18:52:55

14°

NNW

18:54:43

10°

N

visible

20 Feb

-1.4

19:44:26

10°

NNW

19:46:01

19°

N

19:46:01

19°

N

visible

21 Feb

-1.2

18:52:54

10°

N

18:54:36

14°

NNE

18:56:20

10°

ENE

visible

21 Feb

-0.5

20:28:08

10°

NW

20:29:02

17°

WNW

20:29:02

17°

WNW

visible

22 Feb

-3.3

19:35:50

10°

NW

19:39:04

60°

NE

19:39:29

53°

E

visible

23 Feb

-2.2

18:43:47

10°

NNW

18:46:40

28°

NE

18:49:33

10°

E

visible

23 Feb

-0.8

20:20:35

10°

W

20:22:51

19°

SW

20:22:51

19°

SW

visible

24 Feb

-2.2

19:27:40

10°

WNW

19:30:46

42°

SW

19:33:44

11°

SSE

visible

26 Feb

-0.3

19:20:19

10°

W

19:22:17

15°

SW

19:24:09

10°

SSW

visible

Date
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Start

Highest point

End
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Pass
type
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Feb 01

Feb 15

Feb 28

Feb 01

Feb 15

Feb 28
Data and Image Sources: http://www.calsky.com/ & Stellarium
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MINOR PLANETS VISIBLE
Juno (3) Chart
Cancer
Canis Major

Monoceros

Hydra

Image Sources: Cartes du Ciel

Juno (3) Ephemeris

Image Sources: Cartes du Ciel
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MINOR PLANETS VISIBLE
Flora (8) Chart

Leo

Image Sources: Cartes du Ciel

Flora (8) Ephemeris

Image Sources: Cartes du Ciel
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C o m e t
L o v e j o y
( C / 20 1 4
Q 2 )
P a th
T h r o u g h o u t
F e b r u a r y

Image Source: Cartes Du Ciel

C o m e t

L o v e j o y
( C / 2 0 1 4
E p h e m e r i s

Q 2 )

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Great Red Spot Transits

Jovian Moon

1

10:48.7am 8:44.3pm

2

6:40.0am

3

2:31.2am 12:26.8pm 10:22.4pm

4

8:18.0am

6:13.7pm

5

4:09.3am

2:04.9pm

6

12:00.5am 9:56.1am

7

5:47.4am

8

1:38.6am 11:34.3am 9:29.9pm

9

7:25.5am

5:21.1pm

10

3:16.7am

1:12.4pm 11:08.0pm

11

9:03.6am

6:59.3pm

12

4:54.9am

2:50.5pm

4:35.6pm

7:51.8pm

3:43.0pm

13 12:46.1am 10:41.8am 8:37.4pm
14

6:33.0am

4:28.7pm

15

2:24.3am 12:19.9pm 10:15.6pm

16

8:11.2am

6:06.8pm

17

4:02.5am

1:58.1pm 11:53.7pm

18

9:49.4am

7:45.0pm

19

5:40.7am

3:36.3pm

20

1:31.9am 11:27.6am 9:23.2pm

21

7:18.9am

5:14.5pm

22

3:10.2am

1:05.8pm 11:01.4pm

23

8:57.1am

6:52.7pm

24

4:48.4am

2:44.0pm

25 12:39.7am 10:35.3am 8:31.0pm
26

6:26.7am

4:22.3pm

27

2:18.0am 12:13.6pm 10:09.3pm

28

8:04.9am

6:00.6pm

J U P I T E R

Position Chart

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
Chart source: JupSat Pro Software
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Club Meeting Minutes— January 20, 2015
Michelle Theisen, Secretary-Treasurer
The meeting was called to order by Bruce Cowles, Presi- Tom Roth, Jerry Keith, Si Simonson and Phil Stage. The
dent.
Board will discuss at our meeting in February about who
will assume the position.
58 members and visitors were in attendance.
Bruce then brought up discussion on property owned by
Bruce welcomed everyone and asked visitors to introPreston Starr.
The proposed Lease drafted by the
duced themselves. He then introduced the officers of the
Board was sent to the EGROUP within the past week.
club and gave an overview of the club with a summary of
Bruce asked if there were any questions. There was disthe benefits of being a member. Bruce passed out voting
cussion on whether a dollar value was needed and it was
slips to name the new property that will be leased in Stedetermined that it was not necessary as there is no exphenson County.
change of value. There was also discussion on various
Bruce summarized the Amazon Smile program that our points and it was determined that the Lease would stand
club has now joined. Members can sign up and a per- as drafted. Mike Ahner made a motion that we vote in
centage of all of their purchases on Amazon Smile will favor of signing the Lease. Lewis Westerfield seconded
result in a donation to the club at no cost to the purchas- the motion. The new lease was approved by vote of the
er.
general membership. A vote was taken on what the club
Bruce discussed the Young Astronomers group. They will call this new observing site (vote result is: Starr
are in need of a couple of members willing to help. Sev- Ranch)
eral members said that they would be able to help occa- A board meeting will be held on February 10th at the
sionally.
Great Outdoors Sandwich Shop with the main objective
to build the Hold Harmless Agreements for the new locaUpcoming events were announced:
tions.
March 28th is the Star Party at the museum
Scott Sumner from the Museum spoke briefly about the
April 18th is the Star Party at Palo Pinto Moun- 16th anniversary year programs that will be coming up.
tains State Park.
Also, in 2016 and 2017, it is possible that a convention
Jerry Keith spoke briefly about his formation of a Special will be held here that could use volunteers from our club.
Interest Group. He is forming an Astrophotography Class More information will be given as it develops.
that will meet once a month. Several members have ex- Discussion was held on the Davis Mountains property. Si
pressed an interest and we are currently researching a Simonson, an attorney, volunmeeting place and time.
teered to review the paperWelcome New
Patrick McMahon spoke about his upcoming outreach work and confirm that everyFWAS Members
Star Parties. Bruce let everyone know that as an incen- thing was properly recorded.
tive those who help out with five star parties (not includ- Mike Ahner gave an update on
ing the Museum or Palo Pinto) would receive a FWAS T- the 19 inch telescope. The
shirt presented by the Club.
trailer has been put on hold
Our program was presented by John Dowell on the topic since we now will have the
of Solar Astronomy. He gave information on the physical Starr property that we will be
aspects of the sun and the effects of the sun on earth life. leasing and this will probably
become its permanent home.
The raffle was conducted and a short break before the
It was determined we are
Business Meeting.
ready to began refurbishing
After a short break the Business Meeting was called to the scope by sending the mirorder by Bruce Cowles. He announced that there was a ror off for refinishing so that it
Board Position open due to one of the members resign- is ready for use this summer.
ing. The person filling this position would finish out that
The meeting was adjourned.
particular term and serve until June. Volunteers were:
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Daniel Tebo
Doug Tebo
Joshua Check
Michelle Cinicolo
Rohn Walter
Meagen Loveland
Louis Thornton
FEBRUARY 2015

Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly. Letters to
the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal
equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent
to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building, Room
100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always
welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to
attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
Young Astronomers:
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday of
every month between 7pm and 9pm (check our calendar for time
changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times).
This group meets for one hour at the Parkwood Hill HOA Club House 5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA! Coordinators:
ya@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$40 for adults / families & households
$20.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs
June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society
See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com
Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor meeting,
or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should
check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the
Secretary/Treasurer.

That’s a Fact!
If you shrank the sun down to the
size of a white blood cell and shrunk
the Milky Way galaxy down using
the same scale, the Milky Way
would be the size of the United
States.
Source: buzzfeed.com

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only) can be
made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup – no PayPal account required).

Feb ru a r y

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory)
magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through
our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup. (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing
certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their
quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
Fort Worth Museum of Science & History Monthly Star Parties:
FWAS, as part of our historical relationship with the Noble Planetarium, participates in the monthly museum star parties by supplying the
telescopes and manning to expose the public to amateur astronomy
as a hobby, and to possibly spark interest in joining our club. This is
an excellent opportunity to socialize with and to get advice or help
with your own equipment from other FWAS members. FWMSH star
party schedule: http://tinyurl.com/bosbwqa

FEBRUARY 2015

“Full Snow Moon”
Usually
the
heaviest snows
fall in February. Hunting becomes very difficult, and hence
to some Native American tribes
this was the Hunger Moon. . e
Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac
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Horsehead Nebula Complex:
Telescope: Orion ED80
Mount: iOptron Smarteq pro
Guider: Orion SSAG
Guide scope: Some old barska
70mm
Camera: Canon 1100d
(unmodded)
Filters: Used the Baader UHC
1.25 for the city portion
which works but has HORRIBLE vignetting
Exposure details: 43 x 180s
subs, total of 2hrs. 10min.
Processing: DSS & Photoshop
Calibration: Darks, Bias, and
Flats.
Taken by FWAS Member Sam
Barber (Jan 24, 2015)

M81 & M82
Bode’s & Cigar Galaxy:
Telescope: Orion ED80
Mount: iOptron Smarteq
pro
Guider: Orion SSAG
Guide scope: Some old
barska 70mm
Camera: Canon 1100d
(unmodded)
Exposure details: 1hr.
worth of 3min. subs.
Processing: DSS & Photoshop
Calibration: Darks, Bias,
and Flats
Taken by FWAS member
Sam Barber (Jan 25, 2015)

Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
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